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At the time of submitting The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful Presentations to the 

Social Sciences and Humanities to the publisher in 2019, almost all academic presentations 

were delivered in a face-to-face setting. Little did we know that the arrival of COVID-19 early 

2020 would change the world so rapidly. Online presentations suddenly became the norm, 

enabling academics to share their knowledge and ideas in a world where physical interaction is 

severely limited. Although many of us long back to the days in which we could face our 

audience or a presenter without the aid of a computer screen, we have also begun to appreciate 

several important advantages of delivering presentations online. These include the fact that 

online conferences can be organised at little cost, and that the resulting reduced participation 

fees combined with the absence of travelling costs make them vastly more accessible to 

participants on a budget. The absence of travelling also makes online meetings less time 

consuming (and let's face it, with the high workload in academia, this is a major bonus), and 

has a positive impact on our carbon footprint. 

To most of us, delivering a presentation online, or attending an online meeting or 

conference, requires a set of new skills. Our serious efforts to make the best of an online 

presentation notwithstanding, the result is sometimes less than impressive. This is because 

online presentations differ from live presentations in some important respects. To deliver a 

successful presentation online, you need to adapt your presentation style and materials as well 

as know how to use the available technical facilities for online presenting to your advantage. In 

this chapter, we dive into some of the fundamental differences between online and face-to-face 

presentations, and offer some useful tips to help you design and deliver your online presentation 

with impact. We start with the preparation of an online presentation, and then continue with 

how to deliver an online presentation, with an emphasis on how to make the presentation 

engaging and interactive. We further address non-verbal behaviour, how to design your slides, 
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and various technical issues, as well as the use of a moderator and how to handle online 

discussions. After reading this chapter, you will be better prepared to deliver a successful and 

engaging online presentation. 

 

Online conferences 

 

Online conferences can be divided into synchronous and asynchronous conferences. 

Synchronous conferences are live conferences in which all participants join at the same time. 

This offers more potential for lively discussion and interactivity, but the downside is that people 

from different time zones may not be equally able to join. Asynchronous conferences do not 

have this particular downside as they do not require all participants to join at the same time. 

Asynchronous conferences often use pre-recorded material, and discussions are held via 

discussion forums. This can make discussions more deliberate, but the lack of interactivity can 

lower feelings of cohesion among participants.  

If you are delivering a presentation in an online asynchronous conference, you will be 

asked to pre-record your presentation. Sometimes, the conference organisers will provide you 

with guidelines as to which tool to use to record your presentation, but at other times this 

decision is left to you. Many tools exist for recording a presentation (e.g. PowerPoint has a 

feature that lets you record your spoken presentation together with your slides), and without a 

doubt, many improvements to existing tools or new tools will be introduced in the near future. 

Rather than discussing the currently existing tools in detail, we suggest that you find out what 

tools exist that best meet your needs when it is your time to prepare an online presentation — 

assuming the conference organisers allow you the freedom to pick your own tool. 

If you are delivering your presentation in an online synchronous conference, you do not 

need to pre-record your presentation but instead deliver it live, online, using a tool offered by 

the conference organisers. The challenge here is to ensure that all goes as planned. After all, a 

live presentation leaves little room for a second or third take. Make sure you test and re-test 

your presentation several times before delivering it to your live audience, and that you are 

familiar with your presentation tool and know how to manage a discussion online. We will 

address the topic of online discussions in more detail further in this chapter. 

 

 

Online versus face-to-face presentations 

 

Online presenting differs from face-to-face presenting in some important respects. If these 

differences are not sufficiently taken into account, online presenters may fail to capture and 

hold their audience's attention. And without attention from the audience, what is the point of 

delivering a presentation? 

 

 

1.  Online presentations are taxing for the audience 

 

Listening to an online presentation - whether pre-recorded or live - is much more taxing than 

listening to a live presentation. This is due to several factors. First, the quality of audio and 
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video input of an online presentation tends to be inferior to that of a face-to-face presentation 

— often considerably so. Audience members have to concentrate more to follow the 

presentation, sometimes missing words or entire sentences while still trying to grasp the general 

message. 

Second, online presentations often do not include a full visual of the presenter. In fact, 

many presentations do not include a live image of the presenter at all, but only show slides. In 

other instances, only a small live-feed of the presenter's face is projected in a corner of the 

screen — often in poor video quality. Audience members are missing vital information in the 

form of detailed, non-verbal cues. In Chapter 7 of  The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful 

Presentations to the Social Sciences and Humanities, we discuss the importance of non-verbal 

behaviour at length. Body posture, hand and arm gestures, eye contact, and movement, when 

used correctly, all contribute to the quality of a presentation and facilitate attention among the 

audience. Even minor facial expressions can communicate, for example, that a piece of 

information is interesting, surprising, or disappointing. Many or all these non-verbal signals are 

lost when delivering a presentation in an online setting. The audience to an online presentation 

needs to rely almost heavily on spoken text and slides, and often lack the support of non-verbal 

communication cues.  

Third, the relative anonymity afforded to the audience of an online presentation increases 

the temptation to simultaneously engage in other activities. Sending emails, texting and 

checking social media, online shopping, and going to the restroom are just a few of the activities 

that are much more easily done when anonymously listening to an online presentation than 

when being physically present in a room, listening to a live presentation. Once you allow 

yourself to be distracted, even for just a brief moment, it becomes even more difficult to catch 

up with a presentation. 

 

 

2.  Interaction is more difficult in online presentations 

 

Online presentations are often less interactive than face-to-face presentations, and this is even 

more so for asynchronous conferences than for synchronous conferences. We tend to 

underestimate how much of our communication occurs on the non-verbal plane, or with only 

half a word. A presenter may pick up on the frown on the face of an audience member, conclude 

that perhaps the presentation was not entirely clear, and subsequently ask the audience if they 

are still with her. Online presenters often do not see (all) their audience members, and therefore 

struggle to pick up on their non-verbal cues.  

In an online setting, more than one person attempting to speak at the same time can also 

be much more disruptive than in a face-to-face setting. As all sound in an online setting is 

delivered through the same channel (i.e., the computer's speakers or headphone), it is difficult 

for listeners to discern who said what — or sometimes even to realise that multiple people were 

speaking simultaneously. The small delay in audio signals that is typical for online 

communication only exacerbates the problem. Thus, in an online setting, two people attempting 

to speak at the same time can be very disruptive. As an unfortunate consequence, participants 

in online meetings may become more wary of actively contributing to a discussion for fear of 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/verbal-and-nonverbal-behaviour/30AC56A9F6CE15EF2D9CE0F224AD8B58
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disrupting the flow of the meeting. Audience members may enter a passive mode in which they 

focus on listening, rather than actively contributing.  

The lack of non-verbal communication and difficulties with audio signals result in a 

situation in which communication in online settings, more than in offline settings, becomes a 

one-way stream, with a sender saying their piece and receivers passively listening, wary of 

reacting for fear of interrupting. Fewer interruptions can make a presentation and discussion 

more deliberate, but it also goes at the expense of interactivity.  

 

 

Preparing an online presentation 

 

Given that online presentations are much more taxing for an audience than face-to-face 

presentations, and that interaction in online presentations is more difficult, several adaptations 

are required before your presentation is fit to be delivered in an online setting. 

 

 

1.  Keep it short 

 

First and foremost, it is vital that you keep your presentation short. Since online presentations 

are so taxing for an audience, we recommend that you keep your presentation well under ten 

minutes. Watching a 40 minute online presentation on a small laptop screen and with a mediocre 

WIFI connection is enough to drain even the most motivated and well-rested among your 

audience members. In case a presentation of more than ten minutes is unavoidable, consider 

using more interactive elements such as polls and rhetorical questions to keep your audience 

engaged (see further in this chapter).  

 

 

2.  Keep it simple 

 

Part of keeping your presentation short involves going down to the basics. In Chapter 1 of  The 

Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful Presentations to the Social Sciences and Humanities, 

we explain that the core message of a presentation is the most essential piece of information 

that you want your audience to remember. Everything else that you present should serve to 

support this core message without distracting from it. A core message can be seen as the stem 

of a tree, and all the other elements of a presentation constitute the tree's branches, leaves, and 

flowers. You can strip a tree from its flowers, leaves, and even branches - and still be able to 

call it a tree (with a bit of fantasy), as long as the stem remains. This holds true for a presentation 

as well. You can strip a presentation from all its adornment in the form of examples, background 

information, and illustrations, except the core message, and still be able to call it a presentation 

(again, with some fantasy).  

Keeping a presentation simple involves going back to the core message of the 

presentation, and doing all you can to ensure that at least this core message is well understood. 

Ask yourself critical questions such as: do I really need to present the findings from four 

different studies or measures to communicate my core message, or is one study or measure 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/core-message/5837AB302AE115372D3C462125309BF4
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enough? Do I really need to discuss prior literature going back five decades, or is it sufficient 

to focus on two or three key papers to make my point? Strip what you can, where you can.  

Start your presentation with the core message. Starting with your core message increases 

the likelihood that your audience will remember it, regardless of how easily they become 

distracted during your presentation, whereas saving the core message to the end means it is only 

delivered to those who managed to stay alert during the entire presentation. A clear core 

message delivered at the beginning of a presentation also means that listeners will be better able 

to interpret subsequent information, since they can relate it to the core message. 

Another part of keeping a presentation simple is that you keep it well-structured, and that 

you clarify this structure to your audience. This structure saves your audience the effort of trying 

to figure out the direction of your presentation. Even more than with face-to-face presentations, 

it is important that you announce to your audience what you plan to present, and how you plan 

to do it. Also, clarify at several crucial points during your presentation (e.g. when discussion 

method, results, conclusions) where you are to add structure, and avoid sidestepping to issues 

that are not crucial to your core message.  

Keeping your presentation simple also applies to the design of your slides, particularly to 

the amount of text you include on your slides and the type and size of your font. In Chapter 3 

of  The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful Presentations to the Social Sciences and 

Humanities, we offer a wealth of information to help you design your slides, including the 

selection of a font type and the combination of text and images. For online presentations, keep 

in mind that audience members may be looking at your slides on a small laptop screen, or even 

the screen of a tablet or phone. With respect to fonts, we therefore recommend using an easily 

readable Sans-Serif font (such as Arial or Calibri) of appr. 24 points or more, but certainly not 

smaller than 20 points. We also urge you to restrict the amount of text you put on your slides 

to avoid them being over crowded. At the same time, however, clear slides can facilitate your 

audience's comprehension of your presentation. When audience members struggle to 

understand your speech due to a poor audio signal, relevant key words on your slides can be a 

great support. We therefore recommend that you use key words or bullet points on your slides 

as a means of support to your spoken text, but also that you avoid too much text. The challenge 

is to find a good balance between supportive key words and a simple, clean, and appealing slide 

layout. One way of achieving this is through the use of supporting visuals.  

 

 

3.  Make it visual 

 

Visual information in the form of images is not processed by the same brain structures as textual 

information (either spoken or written), which means that both can be offered simultaneously 

Box 1 Checklist for preparing an online presentation 

1. Keep it short 

2. Keep it simple 

3. Make it visual 

4. Make it interactive 

5. Make it engaging 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/its-all-about-design-slide-design/C884AEC2A588FFE3747A6A637687876F
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without interference. Well-selected images can therefore support your message and facilitate 

attention and comprehension processes without taxing your audience. Images provide visual 

support for a presentation, but should never distract from it. Well-selected images typically do 

their work in the background. Make sure the images you use are of sufficient quality and size, 

and without watermarks or distortions. 

One type of image that should not remain in the background is an image or graph used to 

present research findings. When presenting research findings or important information 

regarding a study's background, we encourage the use of graphs or images over text or tables. 

Such visual information is often easier to process than when the same information is presented 

as written text (e.g., bullet points or tables), and interferes less with spoken text.  

 

 

4.  Make it interactive 

 

Previously, we argued that online presentations are often less interactive than face-to-face 

presentations. The advice to make them interactive (in fact: more interactive than face-to-face 

presentations) may seem somewhat at odds with our earlier argument. However, the fact that 

online presentations are often less interactive than face-to-face presentations does not mean that 

then cannot become interactive — it simply means that you, as a presenter, need to exert serious 

extra effort towards designing an interactive online presentation. This is challenging enough for 

synchronous conferences where presentations are live, but an even greater challenge for 

asynchronous conferences where presentations are pre-recorded.  

So what can you do to make your online presentation interactive? For a synchronous 

presentation with a live audience, a frequently used tool is online polling. Ask relevant 

questions to your audience during your presentation and have your audience vote online. Make 

sure you address (i.e., display, discuss) your audience's responses to your poll in your 

presentation for that real sense of interactivity. Depending on your audience, you may wish to 

exercise restraint in using open-ended poll questions that require participants to type in their 

answers, and which appear live on the presentation screen. A less mature or bored audience 

may type things that you would rather not present to the audience at large. As with everything, 

keep your poll questions simple. They serve to activate and engage the audience, but when they 

are confusing or lengthy they become a distraction rather than an addition to your presentation.  

You can also engage the audience by visual polling. Ask the audience to find a green, a 

yellow and a red object in their room, and design poll questions that can be answered by holding 

up a certain colour in front of the camera. For example, you  could ask people to respond to the 

poll question “Does improvisation training increase creativity?" by holding a green object in 

front of the camera if they think the answer is "yes", a yellow object if they do not know the 

answer, or a red object if they think the answer is "no". Audience members will immediately 

see how their objects help the presentation.  

Another way of increasing interactivity during synchronous presentations is through 

responding to questions from the audience, either during or following your presentation. Such 

questions can be asked directly via audio or via a chat function. The use of a moderator is highly 

recommended in such cases. More about live discussions and the use of a moderator is presented 

further in this chapter. 
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Increasing interactivity during asynchronous presentations is a particular challenge. After 

all, the audience is not present to give a live response to your presentation. However, many 

interactive tools can also be used in asynchronous presentations with a little bit of creativity. 

Online polls, for example, can be sent to participants a few days before a presentation, and their 

results can be integrated in your presentation. Likewise, you could collect questions from your 

audience beforehand and address them during your presentation. These are, of course, not 

questions pertaining to the specific content of your presentation (which hasn't been delivered 

yet), but you could send a summary of your presentation to your audience beforehand and ask 

what it is that they may be particularly interested in to hear more about. Lastly, a sense of 

interactivity may also be obtained by using rhetorical questions: questions to the audience that 

you include in your presentation, to which you provide the answer yourself. These can take the 

form of quiz questions (e.g. "Which of these two advertisements do you think consumers liked 

best?"). Make sure you give the audience some time to ponder your question before providing 

the answer.  

 

 

5.  Make it engaging 

 

Increasing interactivity is an important tool to make an online presentation more engaging for 

an audience, but it is not the only tool. Psychology offers several suggestions or tricks that you 

could employ to make your online presentation more engaging. For example, you could add a 

personal element to your presentation by telling the audience something about yourself (make 

sure it is relevant to your presentation, or use it as a brief but funny anecdote to break the ice at 

the start of your presentation). A personal piece of information can help form a more personal 

bond with your audience. The use of humour is also good tool to increase engagement — people 

like to laugh and be entertained. Make sure your humour is appropriate for the setting and 

(culturally diverse nature of) your audience. More about humour and cultural differences can 

be found in Chapter 10 of The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful Presentations in the 

Social Sciences and Humanities. 

If you presentation includes a valuable piece of advice or useful tip (e.g., how to be 

successful in a negotiation), you may give this away early on in your presentation. Not only 

will people appreciate this free gift and stay tuned in the hope of more, but they may also feel 

obliged to continue paying attention as a form of reciprocity. After all, you gave them 

something valuable, now they owe you one in return. The promise of a useful tip or advice at 

the end of a presentation can also help to keep your audience engaged. If you start your 

presentation by telling your audience that you will reveal some useful tips at the end that will 

give them a great advantage in a negotiation setting, they may be more motivated to continue 

listening.  

 

 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/cultural-differences/2BEA7832E5B2514EA72ACD8CC098BDDD
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Delivering an online presentation 

 

A good online presentation starts with a good preparation. But it does not end there. Once it is 

time to deliver, there are several other things a presenter can do to make a presentation more 

comprehensible and engaging.  

 

 

1.  Be visible 

 

Imagine watching a presentation that consists of slides only, accompanied by a voice. Whose 

voice is this? Who is speaking? An anonymous presenter may as well be a dead presenter in 

terms of personal impact. In the Introduction of The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful 

Presentations in the Social Sciences and Humanities, we argued that oral presentations are not 

just a means of disseminating knowledge, but they have also become a vital tool for self-

presentation. And with the growing competition in academia, personal impressions can make a 

difference between obtaining a job or grant, or ending second. A good presenter will see the 

delivery of an oral presentation as an opportunity to make a good personal impression on those 

that matter. Why would this be any different when the presentation is delivered online, instead 

of face-to-face? 

A second reason for being visible as a presenter is that it helps to connect with your 

audience and create a sense of connectivity and cohesion. We connect far more easily with 

someone we can see than with an anonymous voice.  

Thirdly, as discussed in Chapter 11 of The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful 

Presentations in the Social Sciences and Humanities, being visible means that your audience 

can hear you better (really!). We use visual cues such as lip movement, facial expressions, and 

hand movements to help understand speech. Speech comprehension deteriorates rapidly when 

the presenter's head and hands are not visible.  

For several reasons, then, we recommend that you be visual during the delivery of your 

presentation. Make sure that at least your face and upper torso, including your arms and hands, 

are depicted. Your arms and hands are important sources of non-verbal behaviour.  

Not all presentation tools (or conference organisers) allow for the simultaneous 

presentation of a live feed of the presenter and presentation slides. In those cases, see if you can 

start your presentation with a live feed of yourself, before moving to your slides, and return to 

the live feed of yourself at the end of your presentation. If that, too, isn't possible, you can try 

to personalise your presentation somewhat by presenting a picture of yourself at the beginning 

of the presentation, and taking a little bit more time than usual to introduce yourself. If this is 

all you have to make a personal impression, you should make the most of it. Include the picture 

at the end of the presentation as well for a nice, personalised wrap-up. 

 

 

2.  Be audible 

 

Given the sound issues associated with online presentations, making sure that your voice can 

be  properly heard by your audience is worth spending considerable extra energy on. As with 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/introduction/D7ACA57D7DA18B801C8B8660B468EE12
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/addressing-different-audiences/E01E60E89B939936D9212BA627A9801D
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all presentations, but even more so with online presentations, it is vital that you articulate well. 

Speak slowly — slower than usual, especially since presentation anxiety can make you speed 

up. Pronounce your words carefully and do not swallow words or sentences. Pause between 

sentences or sections. Also, be alert to a potential accent you may have. Especially if your 

audience does not share your accent, it can make it much harder for them to understand you.  

 

 

3.  Make eye-contact 

 

The nature of online presenting quickly makes us forget how important eye-contact is. After 

all, your audience is typically an anonymous, invisible group. But eye-contact is crucial for a 

successful presentation, as explained in Chapter 7 of  The Art of Presenting: Delivering 

Successful Presentations to the Social Sciences and Humanities. Eye-contact is an important 

way to connect to your audience, it shows that you have confidence in your message, and it 

shows acknowledgement of the audiences attention to your presentation.   

Somewhat ironically, if we do remember to make eye contact during an online 

presentation, we tend to focus on the wrong part of the computer screen. Consider an online 

chat with one person. We automatically look at the image of this person when speaking, and 

this is our (unconscious) way of making eye contact. But we forget that this image is captured 

by a webcam, often mounted on top of our computer screen! To make eye contact (or more 

specifically, to create the illusion of real eye contact), you should look into the camera rather 

than at your computer screen. We do the same when videoconferencing with multiple people, 

and stick to this habit even when the others are not visible, as may be the case with an online 

presentation to a larger audience. Out of habit, we look at the screen, even if it only depicts our 

slides. If you wish to make eye contact, you should look directly into the webcam. This feels 

somewhat unnatural, however, so we need to train ourselves to look into our webcam with 

frequent intervals.  

 

 

4.  Start with momentum 

 

A face-to-face presentation setting has a pattern that marks the start of a presentation. First, 

audience members arrive at a venue, finding a seat, and chatting with other members of the 

audience. Next, a conference organiser or moderator seeks attention, calling the audience to 

silence and briefly announcing the speaker, who then takes the floor. Online presentation 

settings differ from this in that audience members are often unable to chat with each other (with 

the exception perhaps of very small audiences), making this phase somewhat static and even a 

Box 2 Checklist for delivering an online presentation 

1. Be visible 

2. Be audible 

3. Make eye-contact 

4. Start with momentum 

5. Start and end on time 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/verbal-and-nonverbal-behaviour/30AC56A9F6CE15EF2D9CE0F224AD8B58
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bit awkward. To break the awkwardness and awaken your audience from their passive waiting 

mode, we suggest that you start your presentation with a bang. Wake your audience up! Use a 

good (preferably relevant) joke, a moving personal anecdote, an intriguing proposition, or a 

challenging opinion. Spending some extra effort on the opening of your online presentation 

helps create momentum and increases attention among your audience. 

   

 

5.  Start and end on time 

 

Proper time management can be difficult with online presentations, but is nonetheless vital. A 

presentation that starts five or ten minutes later than announced to accommodate latecomers has 

a messy start - rather the opposite of starting with a bang, which is what you would want. A 

presentation that runs late has a high risk of losing part of its audience. Whereas in a face-to-

face setting audience members face normative pressure to remain seated even if a presentation 

is running late, an online setting makes it very easy to sign off (or tune out mentally). Our advice 

is to start on time, even if your audience isn't 100% complete, and to finish on time as well.  

 

 

Posture, appearance, and voice 

 

Subtly, there is much we can do with our posture, appearance, and voice to improve the quality 

of an online presentation. In this section, we offer you some easy-to-follow tips. 

 

 

Posture 

 

The best posture for delivering a presentation (be it face-to-face or online) is standing up. 

Standing up better allows you to control your breathing and your voice, improves posture, and 

facilitates body movement. A standing position also makes you appear taller - and even if your 

audience cannot see this, it can give you just that extra bit of confidence you need to deliver a 

convincing presentation. So, consider placing your laptop on an elevated desk or a book shelf 

for the delivery of your presentation. The best height is one in which the webcam is about level 

with your eyes.  

 

 

Appearance 

 

When delivering an online presentation that includes a (live) depiction of yourself and not just 

your voice, select your outfit carefully. Video signals can be of poor quality. A decorated blouse 

or tie may look great in a face-to-face setting, but such busy patterns often look distorted online 

and become a source of distraction. Our advice is therefore to go for uni-colour. Pick a simple 

colour, and avoid patterns. White, or very bright colours, may reflect too much light into your 

camera, so opt for a medium to darker colour. As typically only your head and upper torso are 

visible to the audience, the upper part of your attire is what you should pay special attention to. 
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Be conscious of your neckline: Ladies should avoid a deep cleavage (if your webcam has an 

unfortunate cutoff point, a deep cleavage may appear to go on forever), and men should make 

sure their collar is presentable and their tie (if applicable) straight.  

The big question for many online presenters is whether to focus on dressing up the upper 

torso only, or whether to dress up completely. After all, if only your face and upper torso are 

visible, why bother with the rest? Yoga pants are far more comfortable for sitting on your desk 

chair than a tight skirt or the itchy bottoms of your woollen suit. And yet... we have all seen 

those hilarious videos shared on social media in which an ostensibly well-dressed person stands 

up from a video-meeting, to reveal wearing nothing more than underpants. So our advice is to 

dress up from top to bottom - not just the upper half. You never know what could happen during 

your presentation or meeting that requires you to stand up, and you do not want your Sponge-

Bob-decorated-briefs to go viral. Another reason to dress up from top to bottom is that it may 

give you more confidence, and that translates into your presentation, making it more appealing 

to your audience.  

 

 

Voice 

 

Online presentations rely heavily on speech - much more than face-to-face presentations do. 

Presenters should use their voice to capture their audience and to compensate for a lack of visual 

information. Unfortunately, poor audio quality resulting from weak internet signals can make 

this a daunting task. Here are some tips for using your voice to your advantage, adapted from  

Chapter 7 of  The Art of Presenting: Delivering Successful Presentations to the Social Sciences 

and Humanities.  

 A good volume of your voice is important, especially when your audio signal has some 

noise to overcome. Chest voices (typically used by men) can more easily produce a high volume 

than head voices (typically used by women). If you increase the volume of a head voice, it often 

sounds high and squeaky, and becomes uncomfortable to listen to. However, even though we 

have a dominant (head or chest) voice, everyone has the ability to switch to their non-dominant 

(chest of head) voice. So if your dominant voice is a head voice, the trick to increasing its 

volume is to lower the tone of your voice. By lowering the tone of your voice, you are more 

likely to switch to a louder chest voice, and it can slow down your pace as well. 

In a good presentation, the presenter's speech is somewhat slower than normal speech. 

This is even more important for online presentations that suffer from weak audio signals. 

Keeping your speech paced is a particular challenge, as presentation anxiety speeds up our 

speech, rather than slow down. Make sure that you pay special attention to the pace of your 

presentation while practicing. You can force yourself to slow down by incorporating planned 

pauses of three to five seconds in your presentation (e.g., include the term 'pause' at strategic 

points in your presentation notes as a reminder). A simple note with the word 'pause' or 'slow 

down' stuck to your computer screen may also help to remind you to pace yourself when 

delivering your presentation. 

 

 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/art-of-presenting/verbal-and-nonverbal-behaviour/30AC56A9F6CE15EF2D9CE0F224AD8B58
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Technical aspects 

 

The world of online presentations is new to many of us, and most of us are still trying to figure 

out how to best use the technique to our advantage. What microphone should we use? Where 

do we position the camera? How can we best moderate a group discussion? This final section 

attempts to address these and other questions related to how to best manage the technical aspects 

of online presenting.  

One piece of advice that applies to handling almost all of the technical issues discussed 

here is: test, test, test! Test you internet connection before your presentation. Test your audio 

and video signal. Test your slides to see if they are depicted correctly, and if animations and 

videos work as they should. Test the presentation tool you are using, and find out how to 

respond to questions from the audience. Since presenting online is relatively new to academics, 

and we have yet to settle on a single, tried and tested, presentation mode (if we ever will), it is 

absolutely vital that you try out your presentation before it is time to deliver it to your audience. 

 

 

Internet connection 

 

Without a high quality, reliable internet connection, all your efforts towards delivering a good 

and engaging online presentation may be in vein. We often use WIFI for an easy, wireless 

internet connection of our devices, but oftentimes a WIFI signal is not as good and reliable as 

a signal via an old-fashioned internet cable (at least not in 2020). See if you can connect to the 

internet using a high quality cable, and check if this makes a difference. It often does. 

Online presentations tend to have fewer connectivity issues when the number of 

participants is small (e.g., ten or less), but these issues increase with larger samples. However, 

connectivity problems may reduce considerably when all audience members mute their 

microphone, and if necessary, their webcam as well. Most online presentation tools offer simple 

options for muting and unmuting a microphone and webcam.  

 

 

Microphone 

 

The use of a separate microphone is recommended over the use of the built-in microphone in 

your computer. A separate microphone close to your mouth better captures speech than the 

built-in microphone that is often located at some distance from your mouth. A headset with 

microphone can be very handy, but it does interfere somewhat with a clear visual of your face. 

So, if you are presenting with a live feed of your face, a separate table mounted microphone 

(located just out of view) may be a good alternative. 

Many microphones have the nasty habit of capturing an abundance of ambient sound, 

making it difficult for an audience to differentiate between speech and background noise. 

Investing in a high quality microphone could solve this problem, but can also be costly. If this 

is beyond your means (or motivation), then at least make sure that your environment is void of 

background noise. If you are presenting from home, ask potential housemates to keep quiet and 

stay away from your room during your presentation, and keep the windows and doors at home 
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closed to block out as much noise as possible. Also, be extra vigilant for any noises you may 

inadvertently make yourself, such as those made by typing (keyboard strokes can sound like 

hammering over a microphone!), fidgeting (e.g., playing with a pen) or coughing.  

 

 

Webcam 

 

A good use of a webcam is essential for presentations that include a live image of the presenter. 

The best position for a webcam is right in front of you. A webcam mounted on (or built in) a 

laptop is often positioned too low, resulting in a depressing image of you looking down (and 

the audience looking right up your nose). A laptop stand or simply placing your laptop on a pile 

of books or a shelve can solve this problem.  

The best position for you is one in which the webcam captures your face and upper part 

of your torso, including your hands and part of your arms. Make sure your face is in the middle 

of the horizontal axis and above the vertical axis — with just a small space left above your head 

(see Figure 1).  

 

 
Figure 1    Positioning of the presenter's face on the webcam image 

 

Concerning the lighting on your face, it is recommended to have two light sources: One 

light shining at you at a 45-degree angle to the right, and one at the same angle to the left of 

you, both preferably at the same height as your face. Having a light source on both sides of your 

face makes your face evenly lit, as opposed to the use of a single light source which casts part 

of your face in a shadow. A larger (not necessarily brighter!) light gives a nicer spread of the 

light on your face. Natural light is great, but avoid direct bright sunlight which might be too 

harsh. Sunlight filtered through curtains is good. However, sunlight may be unstable in a cloudy 

sky, so if this is the case, it is better to block it and go for artificial light instead. Finally, if 

possible, try to put some distance between yourself and the or objects wall behind you to avoid 

casting shadows.  

Ensure a clean background without distractions for your presentation. Although the 

presence of laundry, boxes, and children's toys are all natural features in a domestic 

environment, they are still distracting. As a presenter, you do not want your audience to focus 

on the colour of your onesie as it is hanging out to dry - you want their attention squarely on 

your presentation. A blank wall in a neutral colour behind you, without any adornment, would 

be an ideal background for your presentation. You should certainly avoid a light or a window 
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behind you, as this will blind the audience and turn your face into a dark blur. Some presentation 

tools allow you to select an artificial background, which is a nice feature if organising a good 

background at home is difficult. However, this imagery is not perfect, and often results in some 

distortions of finer details such as a person's hair. Use if only if you have no alternative. 

 

 

Slides 

 

Most online presentation tools are adapted to the presentation of PowerPoint slides and PDF 

files, and some can accommodate a range of other type files as well. Check out beforehand if 

your presentation tool is able to present your slides.  

Even if a presentation tool is able to present your slides, this does not mean that the 

presentation of your slides will go without a hitch. Just because your slides worked well in 

PowerPoint does not mean that they work equally well in your online presentation tool. The 

display of graphics and videos in particular may be a source of concern, as is the use of 

animations and slide transitions. Some presentations do not show animations or slide transitions 

at all, or they may be distorted. Graphs may look nothing like you intended, and videos may 

not play, or play without audio. All of this should be extensively tested before starting your 

presentation.  

If your online presentation tool has problems presenting your graphs, consider saving and 

inserting them in a standard picture format such as .jpg. If animations turn out to be problematic, 

either remove them completely, or use different slides to mimic animations. There is a solution 

to everything, as long as you test your presentation early enough.  

 

 

Presentation mode 

 

Depending on your online presentation tool, you can either present your slides from within the 

tool, or use screen sharing. The benefit of the screen sharing presentation mode is that your 

slides can presented using the same programme in which they were created (e.g., PowerPoint), 

thus avoiding aforementioned distortions and other technical difficulties. However, sharing 

your screen sometimes means that you share everything that happens on your screen — 

including part of your desktop, previews of incoming email or text messages, and even your 

presenter notes. This may lead to some hilarious and awkward situations, that you will probably 

want to avoid. If you do opt for screen sharing, we suggest that you turn off all irrelevant 

notifications, make sure that your computer has a neutral desktop picture, that all clutter on your 

computer's desktop is removed (nobody needs to see how messy you normally are), and that 

you avoid the use of digital presenter notes during your presentation. If you require notes, a 

printout of your notes next to your computer may be a good alternative.  

As an alternative to screen sharing, many online presentation tools allow you to present 

your slides from within the tool. This usually creates a clean presentation environment in which 

your slides are presented without unnecessary or unwanted background information, as can be 

the case when you use screen sharing. However, this option may come with its own limitations. 

Online presentation tools typically do not include the option to display your digital presenter 
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notes for your eyes only, so you will have to find an alternative to keep your notes handy. 

Moreover, online presentation tools may only be able to present certain types of slides (e.g., 

PowerPoint, but not Keynote), and they may not be able to display all of the elements you 

included in your presentation, such as animations, fancy slide transitions, or videos. The advice 

here, as always, is to try out beforehand if this option works for you. 

 

 

 

Moderator 

 

A moderator who keeps track of technical aspects of the presentation is an important commodity 

for live online presentations. Make sure a moderator is present for your presentation. A 

moderator is someone who can activate the online presentation environment, thereby giving 

access to all participants, and who can help audience members with technical issues without 

disrupting an ongoing presentation. Technical problems experienced by a presenter, of course, 

can also fall under the moderator's range of tasks. Moreover, a moderator can keep track of 

comments from the audience during the presentation (offered via a chat box), either those 

related to comprehension of the presentation (e.g., "I didn't understand this particular 

argument") or to the content of the presentation (often as part of the discussion following a 

presentation). A moderator can decide if a comment from the audience is important enough to 

bring to the attention of the presenter during the presentation, or if it can wait for a response 

until the presentation is finished. A moderator can also help facilitate a discussion by assigning 

turns to audience members to ask a question, and by muting/unmuting the microphones of those 

whose turn it is speak, and those that should remain silent. Finally, a moderator can keep track 

of time and warn the presenter that it is about time to finish the presentation and/or discussion. 

 

 

Questions and discussion 

 

Answering live questions and having a lively and interactive discussion in online synchronous 

presentations is more difficult compared to face-to-face presentations, but not impossible. A 

moderator plays a crucial role in ensuring that a discussion proceeds in an orderly fashion. 

Most online presentation tools offer at least two ways to engage with your audience: via 

a chat box, and via the opportunity to address the presenter directly. A chat box can be accessed 

during the presentation as well as afterwards, and is a good way for audience members to 

communicate technical issues or issues with comprehension. The moderator should watch the 

chat box and respond to comments, thereby relieving the presenter of this distracting task. 

However, a chat box should be used sparsely, as it does distract from a presentation. When it is 

used by the audience as a live comment section, of a means of exchanging thoughts with other 

audience members during the presentation, it becomes highly distracting for the audience. In 

effect, it becomes much like a group of audience members chatting in the background while the 

presenter is trying to deliver her message. Use the chat box only for important questions for 

clarification, or for reporting technical issues to the moderator. 
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A better way of moderating an online discussion is by having audience members pose 

their questions live. Many online presentation tools offer the opportunity to virtually 'raise your 

hand', which avoids a situation in which all audience members attempt to speak at the same 

time. Again, a moderator plays a vital role here by deciding who may ask a question at any 

point in time, and by unmuting this person's microphone and webcam (provided the 

presentation tool allows a moderator to handle these tasks for other speakers). Once a question 

has been posed and answered, the moderator may lower the raised hand of the speaker (speakers 

often forget to do this themselves) and mute the speaker's microphone again. Meanwhile, the 

moderator can keep track of who is next in line to pose a question.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The world of online presentations is a new, exciting, but sometimes also confusing and 

frustrating world. To deliver a successful presentation online, you need to adapt your 

presentation style and materials to ensure that your presentation remains engaging and 

informative in a challenging online environment. In this chapter, we offered some tips to help 

you achieve this goal. The advice offered here builds on insights from The Art of Presenting: 

Delivering Successful Presentations to the Social Sciences and Humanities. With the 

information offered in this book, supplemented with insights offered in this bonus chapter, you 

will be able to deliver an online presentation with impact. 

 

 


